
legality
informal = illegal,
illegal      = informal.
 
While all activity, that follow 
the formal rules of economy are 
always legal, not all of the infor-
mal activity has to be illegal. In 

idndustrialized countries it is 
often called „shaddow econo-
my“ or:

„the black market“.

Simply because illegal acts of-
fend against applicable 

(formal) law, these are allway 
informal.

places with 
potencial
-find places with potencial!

potential =   places + people  
              >GOODS

-integrate yourself with your informal busi-
ness in formal >STRUKTURES, such as week-
ly markets, Flohmarkets, the pedestrian 
precingts and similar struktres. You‘ll find  

lots of opportunities while walking through 
the city.

-Whatch out for touristic activity and com-
mercial density in the innercity. You will 
see, that there are allready informal struk-
tures existing, such as dvd / rose- sellers in
the restaurants.

- try to react to the scene, for example
 selling tab water near Schönbrunn is  a lo-
crative buisness during summer.
Just think of all the tourists after their long 
walks throuhover the Schlosspark. 
See the >WEATHER chapter for more infos.

Some examples of places with an informal 
potencial are:

in sommer        in winter   
-Naschmarkt and               - Christkindlemarkt
the weekly Flohmarkt      - WEV Eisbahn
-Schloss Schönbrunn        - Eispalast at MQ
-Donauinsel 

-be informal, dont hesitate to proclaim 
 cityspace!!!

places

people
seller
-are you a seller?

Does he / she wants it? don‘t be too shy , 
go for it! Start a conversation. Imagine a 

story:

- where did you get the stuff from?
- who was the former owner?
- does it has ancient roots?

In fact, it is not importend, wether you are 
serious or not. Forget about the item itself.
Your mission is about to get in contact with 
others by trading. Nobody will care about the 
real story behind your stuff.
It‘s an unwritten law:
Tell them everything they want to hear, 
and the best storyteller gains!

Nevertheless: a lie is not good basis for a 
deal! Make sure that he / she understands 

your ironie or humour!

It‘s a game , don‘t forget about that!

buyer
-there are a lot of them!

Everyone is a potencial customer, and every-
body wants to buy.

You can sell whatever you want, there will 
always be someone seeking for it. Don‘t
believe it? Take something, just anything 
from your attic or cellar. Everyone hides 
stuff from childhood, wasted goods but still 
useful. There is stuff that want‘s to be tra-
ded!

If you don‘t have those at home, just ask your 
friends. Doing your job well, you will find 

different types of >BUYERs. Some are just 
walking arround, looking at everything, see-
king for nothing special. These are the best 
customers to sell everything. Just take a look 
at the > SELLER chapter for further informa-
tion. 
Others are more rational. They go just for 
one special thing. Partly collectors or profes-
sional traders. These are the ones, we menti-
oned in the >TIME IS TRADE chapter.

customer          & tourists
-there is a little trader in all of 

them...

    Its obvious that there are not 
 only buyers an sellers arround 

at markettime. As everywhere     
  in the city people come 

 together, wherever buisness is 
going on. If you practice  a while, you 

will see people  just walking arround, trying 
to get in contact with someone. It is the socie-
ty behind the buisness and its >STRUKTURE. 

Some of them have a cup of tee or coffee, 
while watching the business. Another typi-
cal example are tourists. In a city like Vien-
na, tourists come to the weekly markets to 
get a glimps of daily life of the city and its 
residents. Searching the „Flair“ of the old 
euroean city. Often those people react a bit 
nervous when you are offering something to 
them in german. 

But as we sad, before:
>>everyone is a customer, and everybody 
wants to buy<<

- These people still have the potential to take 
part in the game as everyone else.
And maybe you have the right story at the 
right time and you will get in contact with 
people from all over the world!

theft
- ever been to barcelona?

As everyone should know, a market area is 
a paradies for thiefs. All we can advise is to 
stay attentively! In a city ike Vienna its not 

that bad , but it is defenetly frutrating, espe-
cialy  if it happen for the first time. But thats 

the way it is.You have got to regard it as a 
part of the game.

formal side
Naschmarkt‘s weekly Flohmarkt is one of the 
most famous weekly market areas of Vienna.
Next to the historical Naschmarkt with its 
numouros fancy food stands is a parking site 
during the week, but a fibrant marketplace at 

saturdays.
At the first sight the place looks very well 

organized; every marketeer has / her own 
place market by signs at the ground and 
cards with numebers and name  of the hirer.

the other side
After almost all the official marketeers left, 

the place appears in a different light.
Now you can see people en masse running ar-
round looking for some left stuff, that wasn‘t 
sold during the day. Often marketeers just 
remove their stands in the evening and left 
all of their unsold stuff behind. 

informal 
business
in your city...

As you may have heard of informal economy,
which is often considerd with shadow econo-
my or black markets, which was often descri-
bed as a temporary  phenomenon in develo-
ping countries. Analysts believe
that the informal economy in developing 
countries would disappear once
these countries achieved sufficient levels of 

economic growth and modern
industrial development.
Informal Business can however no longer 
be considered as a temporary phenomenon. 
Furthermore, the informal economy has 
been observed to have more of a fixed charac-
ter in countries where incomes
and assets are not equitably distributed.

It seems that in most western countries
informal activity and business has disap-
peared, because of improvements in employ-
ment levels and higher income. In fact, 
there is still a lot of informal activity all 
over the city. The situation is therefore that 
informality exists beside established struk-
tures such like official marketplaces, weekly 

Flohmarkets or as more individual forms, for 
example rose sellers or window cleaners at
traffic lights. 

This guide comes along with a few useful in-
formation concerning informal struktures
in the city, actors, networks and some ex-
amples of informal activities in the city of 
Vienna. It should be regarded as a survey of 
informal struktures and their mode of op-
ration with a focus on the Naschmarkt area 
and its weekly Flohmarkt. Besides this more 
theoretical research, the guides also shows 
opportunities, how to get involved into busi-
ness. 

In doing so it has to be admitted, that most of
the hints and advices you will find in this gui-
de are composed with an homorous idea.
This does not mean, that they are less seri-
ous. Nevertheless they don‘t give any kind of 
guarantee of sucess or financial gain. 

In fact this projects aim is to generate inte-
rest for informal marketlife and their actors.

Sometimes the imagination of being invol-
ved or even an attempt of integration helps 
to understand more and get deeper into the 
essence of what we are talking about.
In this context you can regard yourself and 
this guide as parts of an experiment-
Rather a light unregulatet, ironic one than
a serious scientifical research.

price$
the one and only regulator!

Price is the only solution in the konflict bet-
ween supply and inquire. The simple busi-
ness you are concentrating on, of gourse, 
does not demand for greater economic sci-
ence.

You got te supply and you have an idea of the 
price. In fact some customers may have a 
more serious idea of the quality and useful-
ness of your product, due to their profession 
or collector-knowledge. But in the informal 
context of your situation, that doesn‘t make 
any difference at all:
You are often selling things with an indefina-
ble overvalue, owing to memories or other 
privat relation with it.

A Stamp collector, for example would never 
pay a hundret euros for a stamp, which „of-
fical“ worth is only about ten euros.

But if you tell him, that it was on an reply-fan 
mail of John Lennon from the year 1968, 
he might rethink about your offering.

Nevertheless a lie is not a good basis for a 
satisfying deal at all!

Also see >SELLER, >RIPPING chapter!

structures-
-find the existing structures of 

 formal and informal buisness!

As you go 
to viennas 
Naschmarkt 
you‘ll find 

several formal 
and informal activities allover the place. 
During the week a parking site, at weekend 
Flohmarkt and an interesting studyfield for 

trading struktures, actors and diciplines.

 some actors
the formal ones:   
- got tents or somthing      
  like a registratd stand   
- come every week
- partly professional 
- often deal with antiques
        
the informal:
-not registrated
- see people hanging   
  arround, selling news-   
  paper and yellowpress 
  near the underground  
  stations
- watch out for small  
  stands off the main 
  tracks,without any 
  obvious seller
- as you show interrest for 
  his goods he will appear

the mobile informal:
-some traders walk arround with 
 theire goods and you cannot say, if 
 they are buyers carrying their  
 bought >GOODS, untill they
offer it to you.

But there are also others, 
who improved their technic 
and build diverse kinds of 
mobile stands. .

weekly Flohmarkt near 

Naschmarkt

get ripped off
sh**, not me again!

As we had different examples of selling stra-
gedies and price economy, we should not 
forget to mention one annoying component in 
daily market life: 
To get ripped off. / To ripp off sb.

As our example in the >PRICES chapter 
show, the value of a product can be absolutly 
relativ. But if you found a price by unproofed 
or false pretences, you might get into serious 
trouble. At least when your customer find out 

about your lie and demands his money from 
you. This can become even more serious if 
other sellers realize your false business.
To get kicked off the market area is a harm-
less result.

So be an honest trader and do not ripp off 
people!

getting
informal
your guide into informal business

recycling

9 AM- Official buisness, tight struktures, 

restricted marketstands.

3 PM - Disruption, marketeers leave. Especially 
the non-professionals leave stuff, they didn‘t sell.

4 PM - Most of the marketeers left the area.
People come along, hoping for special offer or 
entirly free stuff.

6 PM - Time to get involved with your improved 
market stands!

weather ?
- go with the weather!

There is no bad weather, only wrong cloth!

Every weather has an effect oon your custo-
mers behavior. What benefit can rain bring?

-Sun?, Heat?, Snow?
Concentrate your business on goods, 
that people need at different weather condi-
tions. 

- if it rains, sell rubbish bags or somthing    
  else, that protects from rain! 

- if the sun is burning, you mght earn some    
  money with goods, simple as paper hats!

 
- just see the weather as another faktor of
  trading environment, it  can have an 
  important effect on the >PRICE

- buy cheap sunglasses elsewhere and resell  
  them on a sunshiny day.
 
There are infinte opportunities to keep your 

buisness alive!  

time is money   
               trade
As they say in Austria:

„Der frühe Vogel fängt den Wurm!“

Don‘t even think of it! Getting up 

early in the morning is somthing 
for people that hope for a big 

deal and an opportunity of 
cash, while normal traders 

are sleeping.
More interesting to us 
is, the inbetween.
Time is not a matter of 
trade;time is trade!

You will find best op-
portunities for your 
informal buisness 
in the rushhours, 

when the component of 
daily chaos is arround.

At any time.

U

U

U
Formal / Professionals + Tents

Formal / changing sellers / students

Formal / Informal / small stands

i

i

i

i

Arround the underground access a 
lot of formal and informal buisness is 
going on. Where customers enter and 
leave the place many small stands 
as well as solid strukters, such as 
„Würstlstands“ are arround.

i

We found informal buisness near the 
main entries, people sell from impro-
ved stands, without any kind of sign 
as usual. At the surrounding, it is 
often hardly to say , where the official 

market begins.

Main traffic routes

Go there early in the morning, at 
5 o clock and you will find the first mar-
keteers at the place and several custo-
mers armed with torches, to be get the 
best stuff, before the crowd arrives. 

Most other people come arround  mid-
day, tourist which took lunch at the fancy 
Naschmarkt stores or others which sleep 
longer at  the weekend. 

need conspicious space 
for your trade affairs?
-use the backside of your
unfolded guide!
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8.00 am

6.00 pm

This is the time when the typical market 
environment flips completely.

This upside down situation offers a lot of po-
tencial Stuff is lying arround and people cull 
together whatever they can find. Partly to re-
sell it again, change it with gifts from others 
or only to keep it for themselves.
This upside-down >STRUCTURE offers a high 
potencial for informal trading facilities.

Keep an eye on all the hotspots.
You can find them were many people are 

standing together very close by. 

Unfortunatley this time doesn‘t hold up for 
long. The official market time is over and the 

area has to be prepared for the next day.
That means, that the street cleaning is going 
to restore the area to its original funktion, 
which is a parking site.

So don‘t hesitate! bring in yourself as long as 

the machines haven‘t took over!

Naschmarkt
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